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Molting
Curated by Kayla Carucci, Alex Scott Cumming, & Jacob Mandel
Molting relates the psyche to free will by means of non corporeal
identification. The show displays artists’ self portraits through representation of the ephemeral, the immaterial, and the objective.These
representations are a process of association; i.e. through housing,
environment, culture, subculture, relationships, and their various
manifestations. A choice is an act of free will, consciously or subconsciously, and carry an imprint of the will. The paradox of free
will and the psyche, a universal object originating before the human
individual, creates non corporeal phenomena through which the
artists may convey themselves. Molting is exposing the responsibility
for change in our world.
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Mission

The mission of Gallery Aferro is to bring
cultural education and aesthetic engagement
with contemporary issues to all people
equally, and to create an environment
where artists can gather and share physical
and intellectual resources. We are working
towards an arts community that is available
to everyone, without sacrificing standards
or quality of experience.

ADA Information

Gallery Aferro is wheelchair accessible. If
you need special assistance or requests
concerning ADA information please email
our ADA Coordinator, Evonne Davis,
at edavis@aferro.org. We believe art is
absolutely for everyone and are very happy
to accommodate anyone’s needs but please
give us 1 weeks notice for any arrangements
that will need to be made at the gallery. If
you require large print press materials
please let us know 48 hours ahead of time.

Sponsors

We gratefully acknowledge the support of
our funders, sponsors and the individual
donors who make our programs possible.
The Geraldine R. Dodge Foundation, The
New Jersey State Council on the Arts/
Department of State, a Partner Agency of
the National Endowment for the Arts, The
Union Foundation, The New Jersey Council
for the Humanities, a state partner of the
national endowment for the Humanities
Hunterdon Brewery, and RBH Group.

in worlds, we perish, gouache, spray paint, 40x67, 2014

Alexandra Desipris is an artist of Greek descent based in Newark, NJ
whose work focuses on deconstructing and examining ritual, religion,
and ethnicity filtered through her own experience. An intense interest in
liminal positions, binaries, and our relationship to the unknown drives her
work. Her youth spent in Byzantine style churches is apparent in her limited palate of colors and extensive use of gold and gold leaf throughout
her paintings and objects. She was an artist in residence at Gallery Aferro
in 2012-2013 and has shown at various galleries throughout Newark:
The Gateway Project, Gallery Aferro, and Solos Project House.
www.alexandra-desipris.com

